
Recent advances in CT technology particularly in the multiple-row detector scanners 
have presented new opportunities for improved patient imaging and throughput.  Data 
acquisition in the order of few hundreds of a milli-seconds and rapid image 
reconstruction has made real-time imaging a possibility.   
 
The advent of spiral or helical CT around 1990s was possible with key technological 
developments such as slip-ring technology, high power x-ray tubes and interpolation 
algorithms.  The technique involves the continuous acquisition of projection data through 
a 3D volume of tissue by continuous rotation of the x-ray tube and detectors and 
simultaneous translation of the patient through the gantry opening. Significant 
improvements in z-axis resolution were achieved due to improved sampling, since 
sections could be reconstructed at fine intervals less than the section width along z-axis. 
This allowed true 3D image acquisition, but only over relatively short lengths due to tube 
and breath-hold limitations.  With multiple-row detector arrays replacing single-row 
detectors, data acquisition capabilities are further increased allowing newer clinical 
applications. By increasing the number of CT detector rows, data acquisition capability 
dramatically increases while greatly improving the efficiency of x-ray tubes.  Further 
developments in scanner rotational speeds and tube outputs have made imaging with 
isotropic resolution a practical possibility with even better improvements on the horizon.  
The main objective of this course is to understand the fundamental principles of single-
row and multiple-row detector CT scanners. 
 
Educational Objectives: 

1. To understand the basic principles of single-row and multiple-row detector helical 
CT scanners. 

2. To understand the concept of ‘pitch’ as applied to both single-row and multiple-
row detector CT scanners 

3. To discuss the performance of modern CT scanners with respect to image quality, 
radiation dose and pitch. 

4. To compare different multiple-row detector designs currently available 
5. To learn more about the CT technology currently on the horizon 

 
 
 


